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PEO-1: Graduate will 

have career in 

government and 

corporate organisations 

dealing with 

Accounting, Taxation, 

Banking, Finance, 

Business or other 

related fields. They will 

have successful 

engagement in 

academic/entrepreneuri

al ventures and/or 

advancement of 

knowledge through 

progression towards 

higher degrees. 

PO-1: Demonstrate 

understanding of 

the basic concepts 

and theoretical 

knowledge used in 

the different 

Commerce and 

business related 

areas like 

Accounting, 

Taxation, Auditing, 

Banking, 

Marketing, Finance, 

E-Commerce etc. 

FINANCIAL 

ACCOUNTING 

I 

1. Preparing financial statements in 

accordance with appropriate 

standards. 

2.Prepare ledger accounts using 

double entry bookkeeping and 

record journal 

entries accordingly 

3. Interpreting the business 

implications of financial statement 

information 

4.Preparing accounting information 

for planning and control and for the 

evaluation of finance. 

5.Prepare Bank reconciliation 

statement from incomplete 

statement 

 

 PEO-2: Will be known 

for their ethical and 

moral conduct in 

professional and 

personal life as a 

member of diverse 

teams and expected to 

take better decisions 

even in complex 

situations; 

PO -2: Apply the 

different tools and 

techniques in 

solving the 

problems related to 

their field of study 

in day to day 

situations during 

their career 

BUSINESS 

APPLICATION 

& 

ACCOUNTING 

SOFTWARE 

1.Knowledge about the basic of Ms 

Office                                                  

2.Unerstand the usage of  tally ERP 

3. Enhance the practical usage of 

the application in business as a tool 

in day to day activities.  

 PEO-3: Will be 

recognized as 

professionals with 

commitment towards 

human dignity, 

humility and empathy 

while working in any 

organization and also in 

the society 

PO -3: Critically 

analyze the 

different profession 

related scenarios 

and situations with 

clear understanding 

of the factors 

contributing to the 

same 

BUSINESS 

STATISTICS I 

1.Student will be able to understand 

the various statistical methods.                                     

2.Student will be able to understand 

the importance of statistics in business 

research.          3.Student will be able 

to gain knowledge about the  

techniques and tools with its usage in 

real life research . 

 

 PEO-4: Will have 

reputation as a team-

player with leadership 

qualities in their 

respective workplaces 

and also have a positive 

attitude while dealing 

PO-4: Integrate the 

ethical behaviour in 

self learning, apply 

towards lifelong 

learning and 

acquiring 

knowledge in 

CORPORATE 

ACCOUNTING-

I 

1.Enabling the students to 

understand the features of Shares 

and Debenture. 2.Develop an 

understanding about redemption of 

Shares and Debenture and its types.                                                  

3.To give an exposure to the 

company final accounts . 

 

 



with co-members of the 

team and taking 

important decisions 

modern corporate.. 

PEO-5: Will be 

respected for skills in 

research-based 

problem-solving and 

providing innovative 

solutions; and 

responsible 

professional, serving to 

the society with strong 

sense of ‘giving back’ 

to the society 

PO- 5: Students 

will gain thorough 

systematic and 

subject skills within 

various disciplines 

of commerce, 

business, 

accounting, 

economics, finance, 

auditing and 

marketing. 

BUSINESS 

LAW 

1.Make the students understand 

about business and corporate law.           

2.Develop knowledge on contract 

and various types of contracts.                         

3.To help the students to 

understand the concept of sale of 

goods . 
 

  PEO-5:Develop a 

program for system 

based application 

  

BANKING 

THEORY LAW 

AND 

PRACTICE 

1.To provide knowledge about 

commercial banks and its Services. 

2. To enable them to understand 

better 

customer relationship. 

3. To create awareness about 

modern 

banking services like e-banking, 

mbanking and Internet banking 

 

   MIS 1.Students will be able to make 

decisions on managerial activities    

2. It enables the students to know 

about the data collection 

techniques3. Make the students to 

capable in evaluating the collected 

data 

 

    

MOBILE 

COMPUTING 

1.Enable the students to understand 

the computer interaction where 

computer is excepted to transport 

in normal way..                           

2.To make them aware about the 

mobile communication language.                          

3.Get to know about the hardware 

in mobile  

 

    

 

ELEMENTS OF 

INSURANCE 

1.Students are given an 

introduction about the risks and 

Insurance as a measure to manage 

risk. 2.Detailed explanation 

regarding the different types of 

insurance and its modalities are 

included.  3. Students will get 

knowledge about the usage of 

insurance in personal and business 

life. 

 

 



   

 

 

 

 

CORPORATE 

ACCOUNTING-

II 

1.Enable the students to understand 

about amalgamation , absorption 

and external reconstruction.                           

2.To make them aware about 

accounts of banking companie.                          

3.Keep them aware about accounts 

of insurance companies. 

 

   PRINCIPALS 

OF 

MARKETING 

1.students learn about the 

marketing techniques of a new 

product. 

2.Gain knowledge about the 

advertisement methods in an 

effective way. 

3. How to launch a product with 

maximum profit with minimum 

cost. 

 

  

 

RDBMS 1.students learn how store the mass 

relevant data.                                 

2.Student gain knowledge in 

avoiding duplication of data 

storage. 3.They also understand to 

combine the interrelated data to 

generate a report. 
   

 

COST 

ACCOUNTING 

II 

1.Aimed to familiarize the concept 

of cost accounting.                            

2. Helps to gather knowledge on 

preparation of cost sheet in its 

practical point of view.                     

3.To facilitate the idea and 

meaning of material control with 

pricing methods 
    

  

MANAGEMEN

T 

ACCOUNTING 

1. To introduce the concept of fund 

flow and cash flow statements.                                         

2. Imparted knowledge on capital 

budgeting and decision making 

techniques.                                           

3. To provide knowledge about the 

preparation of various kinds of 

budgets. 
    

  

BUSINESS 

MANAGEMEN

T 

1.This paper familiarizes the 

students with the basic concepts of 

management in order to aid in 

understanding of how an 

organization functions, and in 

understanding the complexity and 

wide variety of issues managers 

face in today’s business firms.                                

2. The students gain knowledge 

about the basic principles and 

functions of management.               
  



3. This paper also serves as a basis 

for students who prefer to emerge 

as successful managers. 

  

  

INTERNET & 

ITS 

APPLICATION 

1. Students will be aware about the 

usage of internet in various sectors.                       

2.  Knowledge about the mail 

communication in a better way     . 

3. Students understand the network 

of computers linking many 

different types of computer. 

    

  

INCOME TAX 

LAW AND 

PRACTICE 

1. This subject inculcates the basic 

concepts of Income Tax. In order 

to familiarize the different 

knowhow and heads of income 

with its components.                       

2. It helps to build an idea about 

income from Salaries and House 

property Income as a concept. It 

gives more idea about the income 

from business or profession         . 

3. To develop an idea about capital 

gain among students. After the 

successful completion of this 

subject the students should have 

thorough knowledge with recent 

amendments in the Income Tax Act 

and its practices. 
    

  

WEB 

TECHNOLOGY 

1. Understand the markup language 

and multimedia basics.                                                

2. Students gain the knowledge 

about the cascading style sheets                                           

3. They can understand the creation 

of web pages easily using the 

HTML . 

    

  

SOFTWARE 

ENGINEERING 

1.Find the defects which are 

created by the programmer easily 

while designing the software.                        

2.Gaining confidence in and 

providing information about the 

level of quality.                                     

   


